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Runtime:45 min2014 -    2014 (Ended)
Genres:Crime
Network:Fuji TV
Bitter Blood is a Japanese crime series which aired on Fuji TV. The series premiered on April 15, 2014.
 
 Natsuki Sawara (Takeru Sato) is a rookie detective. He is assigned to work as the #1 detective for the Ginza Police Station, but his father Akimura Shimao (Atsuro Watabe) also works there as a detective. Natsuki Sahara does not like his father at all. After his parents divorced when he was 13-years-old, he was raised by his grandparents. Meanwhile, Akimura is a bit eccentric and a playboy with the ladies. This is in direct contrast with his son who is poor when it comes to dating. Akimura feels bad for his son for divorcing when he did. He tries to help him at work, but has difficulties approaching him in the right way.
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Natsuki Sahara
Takeru Satoh
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Akimura Shimao
Atsuro Watabe
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Hitomi Maeda
Shiori Kutsuna
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Toshifumi Inaki
Mitsuru Fukikoshi
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Hisashi Koga
Tetsushi Tanaka
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Kaoru Togashi
Sarutoki Minagawa
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Reviews (0)
There are no reviews of the series Bitter Blood.
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TV Guide
Choose per series where you want be kept informed of. For instance new episodes or start of a new season.
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Looking for new series? There must be one among the more than 21.300 series. And otherwise the community of 503.000 members can assist you.
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We have all the information about your favorite TV series. From the latest news or reviews till a list of the episodes.
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